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Evolutionary models and genetic algorithms

Nature’s no. 1 algorithm : evolution with asexual reproduction

Nature’s no. 2 algorithm : evolution with recombination

Many population genetic models (Moran Process, Wright-Fisher process) 

Hundreds of ‘genetic algorithms’ 

These models yield Markov chains of populations – but these Markov chains are 
typically hard to analyse.  Stationary distributions hard to obtain. 



Aim: tractable and implementable model of evolution with 
mutation, recombination, and selection, 
for complex genomes and arbitrary fitness landscapes.

We consider evolution as an aimless and endless process. 

Under constant conditions (and constant population size) it yields a Markov chain 
of populations. 

We assume finite set of possible genomes.

Markov chain is irreducible, and therefore has a stationary distribution.

We would like to derive what the stationary distribution is, for general fitness 
landscapes.



Dirichlet-categorical process 
is a Moran process with mutation



Parametrising: 3 parameters for a ‘genetic algorithm’  



Stationary distribution as ‘crossbar’ factor graph:
product of Dirichlet-Categorical processes, with selection

Each row is a genome. The i’th row factor is 

Each column is a locus (or urn). The j’th column factor is 

Mutation-selection equilibrium (stationary) 
joint distribution of population is a factor graph. 

Column factors specify breeding. 
Row factors specify selection. 

Columns are made mutually dependent by fitness;  
rows are made mutually dependent by breeding. 



Stationary distribution looks Bayesian



‘Factorial clustering’ models in statistics

Aim is to fit model to data

Fitness is likelihood

Fitness different for each item i

Role of Dirichlet process prior is to 
force latent parameters to be 
sufficiently similar (few clusters)



General case: breeding as exchangeable sampling;
continuous-time Markov chain where fitness is expected lifetime



Stationary distribution of algorithm 1 



How well does row-resampling in a ‘crossbar’ factor graph 
model evolution? 

Simplifications in the model: 

1. Selection by viability not fecundity. Fitness proportional to expected lifetime. 

2. N-way recombination: each ‘child’ is created with genetic material sampled 
uniformly from N ‘parents’ instead of from 2 parents

3. Linkage equilibrium in breeding (but not in stationary distribution)

4. Mutation as sampling from base distribution ( in DP, mutant does not depend 
on existing alleles, but in hierarchical DP there can be dependency between 
mutants)  

5. Haploid genomes  (but can exchangeably sample pairs of haploid genomes...) 

Many other details of biological reproduction are of course omitted...



The modelling dichotomy

Natural recombination and selection is complex 
Propose a simplified model 

If it succeeds in explaining some 
phenomenon....we have an abstract 
insight

If it fails in explaining some 
phenomenon....then we know that 
some additional mechanism – that 
we ignored in the model – is 
important



Questions to address? 

‘Crossbar’ models are inapplicable to (most) population-genetic questions ...

... but could be used to investigate effects of different fitness landscapes? 

Explicit form of stationary distribution allows investigation of stationary 
distributions for different fitness landscapes. 



Infinite population limits via de Finetti representation



Infinite population limit via de Finetti representation



Finite populations : case study of 3 fitness functions
Fragile: a single bad 0 allele cancels the 
benefit of all the other 1s. 

Some robustness added:
a single ‘path to perfection’

Robust: each locus contributes 
independently to fitness



Perfect fitness: distribution of fraction of perfect genomes

Log10 probability

Number of perfect genomes in 
population of 100

L = 5

N = 100
u = 0.002

Fitness of perfect
genome = 1

Fitness of imperfect 
= exp( -beta )



Distribution of number of perfect genomes for three different 
fitness functions, comparably scaled

Log10 probability

Number of perfect genomes in 
population of 100

L = 5

N = 100
u = 0.002

Fitness of perfect
genome = 1

Fitness of imperfect 
= exp( -0.09 )



Summary

• Suggest a class of evolutionary models that satisfy detailed balance, 
and for which stationary distribution is a ‘crossbar’ factor graph for 
arbitrary fitness landscapes

• Calculation of stationary distribution for finite and infinite populations, by 
elementary methods

• Case study of exact finite population stationary distributions for 3 fitness 
landscapes

• This ‘genetic algorithm’ is actually Metropolis-Hastings with proposals via Gibbs 
sampling. So.....how do we explain the creativity of natural evolution? 
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